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CodeDodger

Remote Programming

Basic programming
1. Locate the learn code button on your CodeDodger garage door opener (the learn code button will be located
directly

above the antenna wire; depending

or on the rear panel).

2. Press the learn code button

once and release

on which model you own, this will be either behind

the light cover

(learn code LED light will flash).

3. Press the remote button you wish to program slowly times or until the opener activates (you will
now be able
to use your remote normally).
4. Repeat the process with any additional new remotes or existing remotes you need reprogrammed.
Preventing lost! stolen remotes from working
l. Locate the learn code button on your CodeDodger garage door opener (the learn code button will be located
directly above the antenna wire; depending on which model you own, this will be either behind the light
cover
or on the rear panel).

2. Press and hold the learn code button for approximately
flashing).
3. This will have cleared

out the opener’s

memory

10-15 seconds (until the learn code LED light stops

of any remotes

(and keypads)

require you to reprogram each of these items (see Basic programming).

that worked

previously

and will

TroubleshootingRemote
has stopped working or works only intermittently
1. Check the battery's connection. lf the remote has been dropped or the battery changed, the battery prongs
may have moved slightly preventing the battery from making solid connection.
2. Check the battery. It may have been short time since you purchased your new remote; however, there is
chance it may have been on the shelf either at the manufacturing plant or the distributor (be certain to only
use
an A23 12-volt battery as some that look very similar may not work).
3. If you have had dead battery or possibly an extended power outage, you may need to reprogram your remote
to work with the opener

(follow

Basic Programming

instructions

above).

4. If none of the preceding steps helps, you may have damaged or defective remote. If so contact your nearest
Overhead Door Company for testing or replacement.
Remote will open the garage door, but will not close the garage door.
l. This may be due to

problem

with the photo sensors located

at the bottom

of the garage

door.

'I'here may be

something blocking the sensors, something trapped in the lens of either sensor, possibly sunlight interference
or one may have been bumped into or pushed out of alignment (if either sensor LED light is completely out, call
in for further troubleshooting advice and/or possible part replacement options).
2. If both sensor LED lights are lit solidly (not blinking or out) the opener’s sensitivity reverse adjustment
may not
have been checked or adjusted in some time. Start by lubricating the hinges located along the inside of the
door between

each horizontal

section with

silicone

based lubricant

or light oil and raise/lower

the door

several times to insure the door is moving freely. Once this is done, locate the open and close force sensitivity
knobs (usually located near the learn code button) and adjust the bottom knob to the clockwise position
approximately
of turn to increase the amount of force the door will apply while closing.

